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From an Anaphora by Gregory of Nazianzus the Theologian

Tamás László Simon: Apostolic Identity and the Cultic Dimension of Christian 
Existence (An Interpretation of Some Cultic Metaphors of the Letter to the 
Romans)
One of the most significant topics that creates the inclusio of Rom 1 and Rom 
15 is the fact that Paul seems to have bracketed his most important epistle 
with priestly/sacrificial language. Consequently, these framing sections raise 
the question what role and function the cultic language and motifs have in 
Romans? Furthermore, at various points of the Letter, Paul uses cultic termi-
nology to talk about his missionary work; to refer to the situation of his ad-
dressees before and after their baptism; to emphasize the moral consequenc-
es of their new status. In other words, in his thought mission, ecclesiology 
and ethics are tightly interwoven. To this list we should also add 3,25 where 
he is also talking about Jesus’ death resorting to a cultic image; 9,3 and 11,16 
where he is speaking about his hopes for Israel; and he also uses cultic ter-
minology in 14,14.20 where the question of pure and impure is tackled. The 
article aims at delving into the major difficulties of some of these passages.

Gerhard Lohfink: Did Jesus Die for the Many or for All? 

J. A. Tillmann: The Ritual Being in Us (A Genealogy from Killing to the Dance 
of Angels)
Being human is having rituals. Preceding even language itself, rite belongs to 
the most ancient forms of human communication . Hunting as an important 
source of nourishment rendered the killing of animals a vital part of human 
culture. Putting an end to life and an expiatory act afterwards might well 
have been the first manifestation of rituals. Walter Burkert argues that the 
core experience of sacred stems from killing the ‘sacrificed’. The homo reli-
gious is born gains self-awareness as homo necans . The many forms of ex-
piatory rituals culminate in the self-sacrifice of the Savior. Thus, redemption 
also means being redeemed from the mandatory rituals of killing, from the 
original sin .

Andrea Grillo: The Birth of the Liturgical-Sacramental Theology and the 
Category of ‘Ritual Act’

István Povedák: Neo-pagan Crusaders and Christians Believing in the Tree of 
Life? (An Essay on the Rituals of Contemporary Paganism)
The aim of this paper is the investigation of contemporary Hungarian eth-
nopaganism through the analysis of rituals of the MOGY festivals and of the 
Vértó Hill of Szeged . Although neither of them is an explicitly contemporary 
pagan venue, still their rituals clearly represent the bricolage and polyspir-
itual character of Hungarian ethnopaganism. Based on empirical data the 
author states that the basic foundations of Hungarian contemporary pagan-
ism are neonationalism, esotericism, elements of Christianity and the pagan 
revival . 



Réka Sárközy: Revolutionary Rites in the Media (Commemorative Rituals of 
the 1956 Revolution After the Fall of Communism)
Commemorations of the revolution have always been dearly cherished mo-
ments ever since experiencing the freedom and enthusiasm of ruining the 
symbols of dictatorship in 1956, although its celebration was forbidden until 
1989. The Kádár regime came to being as the repression of 1956, and it made 
every effort to completely delete the revolution from the collective memory. 
The fall of communism is inseparably connected to the end of this taboo . The 
present study focuses on the commemorative rituals of 1956, the forming 
of traditions, and the selection of locations, instruments and symbols . The 
reburial of Imre Nagy on the 16th June was an important media event and be-
came a common ritual. Another culminating point was the scandalous 50th 
anniversary in 2006, which can – in the terminology of Durkheim – well be 
defined as a negative ritual. The study analyzes the role and the influence of 
mass media in the commemorations since 1989 .

Emőke Sarungi: Personal Rite or Common Act? (My Way from a Missing Father 
to the Grief Recovery Method)
I always felt somehow a permanent lack of my father and my father’s Afri-
can culture, while we both lived in two different continents. Therefore, in a 
unique way my grief was continuous and hard to articulate. I have found my 
personal and professional way to the grief and recovery from grief during 
my adult life . Kübler-Ross writes that the stages of grief has long been mis-
understood, because somehow the uniqueness of grief has disappeared from 
her theory . The personal ways and common practices of our past and present 
rituals is affected by our uniqueness. The process of the development of Grief 
Recovery Method in USA and other countries was always led by a griever, who 
felt a deep relief from the using of this action program, like the founder John 
W. James or the Hungarian founder Andrea Herke Dahlgren. It is import-
ant to emphasis the emotional safety of the relational home (Stolorow, 2014) 
during the healing process from grief as well as other new or ancient rituals, 
where the individual can express their own unique feelings.

Veronika Darida: On the “Other” Stage of Melancholy and Mania
This paper focuses on the different forms of melancholy and mania, as they 
appear in Euripide’s Bacchae. Firstly, it considers the rhythm of madness, 
and, secondly, it deals with the stages of Dionysus. Specifically, it compares 
theatre performances made by Richard Schechner, Jean-Michel Gruber, 
Mathias Langhoff and Ingmar Bergman. Also, it analyses an experimental 
opera based on the ancient Greek text, composed by László Melis and staged 
by András Jeles . Finally, it gives a short review of a new dance theatre cho-
reography of Bacchae.

Anna Réz: Sociology of Love (On Eva Illouz’s Why Love Hurts)
In her 2012 monography Why Love Hurts Eva Illouz provides a highly nu-
anced and thought-provoking account of how late modern economical sys-
tems and ideologies have transformed our idea of love and led to the current 
configuration and maladies of contemporary love life. The review summariz-
es the main tenets of Illouz’s book and examines how Why Love Hurts might 
contribute to our understanding of the ethical and more broadly normative 
significance of love in our life.

Imre Gérecz: Rites of Acceptance

Poem: The Book of Psalms (Excerpts)


